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Abstract: Video analytics is an integral part of surveillance cameras. Com-
pared to video analytics, audio analytics offers several benefits, including
less expensive equipment and upkeep expenses. Additionally, the volume of
the audio datastream is substantially lower than the video camera datas-
tream, especially concerning real-time operating systems, which makes it less
demanding of the data channel’s bandwidth needs. For instance, automatic
live video streaming from the site of an explosion and gunshot to the police
console using audio analytics technologies would be exceedingly helpful for
urban surveillance. Technologies for audio analytics may also be used to
analyze video recordings and identify occurrences. This research proposed
a deep learning model based on the combination of convolutional neural
network (CNN) and recurrent neural network (RNN) known as the CNN-
RNN approach. The proposed model focused on automatically identifying
pulse sounds that indicate critical situations in audio sources. The algorithm’s
accuracy ranged from 95% to 81% when classifying noises from incidents,
including gunshots, explosions, shattered glass, sirens, cries, and dog barking.
The proposed approach can be applied to provide security for citizens in open
and closed locations, like stadiums, underground areas, shopping malls, and
other places.

Keywords: Deep learning; urban sounds; CNN; RNN; classification;
impulsive sounds

1 Introduction

Human daily activities have been significantly permeated by automation technologies (AT)
[1,2]. One of the main objectives of applying AT in daily life is to maintain civic security, which
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is achieved by keeping an eye out in public spaces and spotting any danger signs. The studies on
autonomous surveillance systems are primarily concerned with the utilization of computer vision to
identify occurrences [3]. It is surmised that the use of acoustic monitoring in conjunction with closed-
circuit television (CCTV) systems would improve the efficiency of action recognition and provide
an additional source of data [4,5]. When compared to video analysis software, audio analysis offers
considerable advantages that may help to solve monitoring tasks more successfully. These advantages
include: (a) minimal processing requirements; and (b) independence from visibility circumstances.

Law enforcement organizations may use dangerous urban sound detection systems as a helpful
tool to handle weapons offenses quickly and effectively. Due to the wide implementation of infor-
mation technologies in modern society [6], even unknown events may be tracked down in audio
recordings by using a threshold-based energy detector, accompanied by a recognizing block, which
is considered a relatively straightforward and efficient method. The issue of identifying and detecting
impulsive sounds is discussed in [7]. The authors utilized two statistical classifiers together with a
median filter to identify events in a noisy background. The system performed well above 0 dB of the
signal-to-noise ratio, but in a real-world setting with repercussions, the efficiency rapidly degraded.
Initially, the performance of the system was enhanced by calculating the energy using significant
wavelet coefficients [8]. In addition, the study in [9] provided a technique for analytically determining
the thresholds for emission detectors [10], based on certainly missed recognition rates. Moreover, a
significant amount of early research was focused on the development of efficient artificial intelligence
techniques for the detection of potentially hazardous urban sounds. These techniques have been
demonstrated to perform well even in cases with a low signal-to-noise ratio; some instances of these
approaches were highlighted in state-of-the-art literature [11–13].

It is quite challenging to detect dangerous urban soundscapes in confined spaces. The principal
cause of such an issue, in addition to ambient noises, is the natural resonances from nearby surfaces,
which alter the impulsive sound signature’s structure, properties, and envelopes [14]. Simple matched
filtering or other linear signal processing methods cannot reduce the nonlinear dynamics in sound
propagation [15]. To create a reliable and robust gunshot detection system for urban environments,
the reverberation effects of the acoustic channel need to be reduced before classification algorithms
can be employed. Alternatively, machine learning techniques are set to be designed with features that
are preserved even in the presence of reverberations. The majority of the research, previously published
in the literature, is concerned with the detection and identification of guns in noise-free environments.
There are some examples in recent studies [16–18]. Only two contributions, as far as the present
authors are aware, deal with dangerous urban sound detection systems in reverberant environments.
The researchers in [19] distinguished between signals that pose a danger and those that do not, using
parameters such as sound energy and entropy. A book banging on a table, a paper bag bursting with
air, and a wrench slamming against a metal ladder are examples of signals that are considered to be
non-threat indicators. Nevertheless, they are quite restricted in scope and do not always have the same
impulsive quality as a gunshot signal. Bine et al. [20] suggested a method for detecting gunshots in
enclosed spaces, which includes several parameters. For example, frequency, onset time, and sound
pressure level are parameters that may be utilized to tell a gunshot from a false alarm. However, it
should be noted that the strength of these properties against reverberations was not examined.

There are some studies on combined models, such as convolutional neural network and recurrent
neural network (CNN-RNN), and CNN and long short-term memory (CNN-LSTM), which coincide
with the proposed model [21–25]. Some research used the CNN-LSTM model for medicine [21,22],
the agrarian sphere [23], and the financial sector [24,25]. Khan et al. proposed CNN-LSTM for
the COVID-19 hotspots prediction problem [21]. Researchers have provided a hybrid architecture
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that can extract characteristics from CNN’s convolutional layers that span many time scales. After
that, the many time-scale characteristics are combined and fed into a two-layer LSTM model. The
representation of time-series data is learned by the LSTM model, which then recognizes short,
medium, and long-term relationships.

The objective of this study is to provide a deep learning-based technique for identifying noises
associated with critical circumstances in the audio stream. The phrase “critical circumstance” refers
to an occurrence in this work that may include acoustic artifacts as indicated by its distinctive sound
indicators (a shot, a scream, a glass crash, an explosion, a siren, etc.). A technique was created that
permits identifying crucial instances in the audio signal as part of the job, and the minimal collection
of features for the deep learning model was chosen. Training and test samples were also constructed.

The remainder of this paper is as follows: the next section reviews literature related to the research
problem describing state-of-the-art research results in the area of dangerous urban sound detection.
Section 3 explains materials and methods, including data collection, applied dataset, and architecture
of the proposed deep learning model. Section 4 demonstrates obtained results, training and test results
of the proposed CNN-RNN model for dangerous urban sound detection problems. Section 5 discusses
the given problem, proposed approach, and open challenges in real-time impulsive sound detection.
Section 6 concludes the study by demonstrating its results and discussing the proposed model.

2 Related Works

In the course of this research, large-scale preparations have been made to implement the “secure
city” platform, which is comprised of a network of video analytical techniques. This service’s primary
purpose is to rapidly recognize and respond to a variety of emergency scenarios as well as incidences
of law enforcement misconduct, with the end goal of ensuring the safety of citizens.

As an increasing number of modern video cameras come with built-in microphones and audio
analytics, a method of identifying unusual or critical circumstances is now undergoing rapid develop-
ment. In contrast to video analytics, audio analysis can be quickly completed and does not require
devices or techniques for high processing.

The American ShotSpotter system is one of the renowned breakthroughs in audio analytics [21].
Since its installation in underserved regions of Washington in 2006, this system has localized 39,000
gunshots, promptly notifying authorities of the start of an incident.

The creation of Audio Analytical Ltd from the United Kingdom (UK) is another example of
adopting a sound detection system [22]. The “smart house” sensors, developed by the company, can
detect noises like gunshots, angry yells, screaming children, automobile alarms, shattering glass, etc.
The system notifies the user and security authorities of further action when an incident is registered.

The AudioAnalytics project [23] offers many solutions at once for distinct use cases. The suggested
solution’s architecture is as follows: On the user’s device, the CoreLogger software enables the
receiving, displaying, and saving of alarm events. It works in tandem with Sound Packs, a component
of the entire system that is nothing more than a collection of several audio analytics modules [24].
These modules’ primary functions include the recognition of various audio events, such as aggression
(high-pitched conversation, shouting), car alarm system, breaking glass, search for keywords (“police”,
“help”, etc.), shots fired, cry of a child, and explosion.
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These technologies precisely pinpoint the location of an event by employing triangulation tech-
niques and microphone locations [25–28]. The inexpensive cost of loudspeakers, as opposed to
camcorders, the lack of “blind spots”, and the lesser density of territorial coverage compared to video
surveillance are all undeniable benefits of audio analytics systems. Moreover, it is easier to transfer
and process the audio signals from the microphone since it is less in size than the visual stream.

Nowadays, smartphones linked to data channels of cellular networks are considered to be the
most convenient tools for accomplishing sound detection. The key benefit of this approach is that
smartphones are becoming more and more common in the world. The most recent statistics show that
globally, more than 30% of people between the ages of 18 and 50 own smartphones. Every smartphone
contains a microphone, a channel for exchanging information, a location sensor, and the ability to
install other software [29–32].

The smartphone is an alternative worth considering as a technique for the timely identification of
an emergency as well as a way of personally informing the user about the existence of an emergency in
their immediate vicinity. To put it differently, if the cellphone is equipped with software applications
and a transmitting data channel that is fully operational, it will be capable of recognizing audio that can
classify a disaster and send data on the registered sounds, as well as information about its destination
and the exact moment, to a framework for analysis in distance. In other words, the device will be
capable of detecting sounds that indicate an emergency and sending this information to a system for
distant location analysis.

Terrorist threats, breaches of public order, and numerous human-caused calamities that are
accompanied by loud explosions, sirens, and other sonic artifacts are examples of crises that may be
detected by this approach. There are certain knowledge gaps in the identification of impulsive sounds:

(1) The lack of an impulse sound database. To fill this knowledge vacuum, this study created a
dataset of impulsive noises. Ten thousand sounds were included in the collection, which was
divided into eight classes: gunshot, glass breaking, fire, explosion, scream, siren, dog barking,
and fire alarm bell. Noises from the predefined categories might be used to train machine
learning models to identify impulsive sounds quickly and accurately.

(2) Data input noise. The input data must be noise-free to achieve high accuracy in the detection
of impulsive sounds. To enhance the accuracy of the detection procedure, this study eliminated
all the noises from the dataset.

(3) Deep learning model. To achieve high detection accuracy, the proposed deep learning model is
crucial. Deep learning techniques can use different hidden parameters, hyperparameters, and
features, and give high classification and detection rates.

3 Materials and Methods

This section describes the materials and methods that were employed in this study, the dataset
used to identify dangerous urban sounds, as well as the data collection, preprocessing stage, and
development of a deep learning model for dangerous urban sound detection. Fig. 1 demonstrates the
overall architecture of the proposed framework for dangerous urban sound detection in real time. The
following subsections explain the materials and methods step-by-step by demonstrating datasets that
were applied during the research, data collection process, model overview, impulsive sound detection
problem, and demonstration of the proposed deep CNN-RNN architecture.
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Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed framework

3.1 Dataset

The first stage of the study comprised data collection, since conducting any research requires
a huge amount of information. Several large-scale datasets were used to analyze the so-called
“dangerous” sounds. For testing the program, the environmental sound classification (ESC-50) dataset
was chosen (and out of 2,000 sounds, the study selected about ∼300 sounds) [33].

The list of sounds for this dataset included categories such as animal sounds, natural sounds,
human sounds, household or everyday sounds, and dangerous sounds.

– Animal sounds (dogs, cats, cows, pigs)
– Natural sounds or sounds of nature (rain, sea, birds, lightning)
– Human sounds (baby crying, footsteps, coughing, breathing)
– Household or everyday sounds (knocking on the door, typing on the keyboard, alarm clock,

breaking glass)
– Dangerous sounds (police siren, train, engine, chainsaw, airplane, fireworks, explosion, dog

barking gunshots, and other dangerous impulsive sounds)

Despite such an impressive amount of information, this study utilized only dangerous sounds in
the initial stage, cutting out the rest. Technical parameters of the developed dataset in comparison
with the original one are demonstrated in Table 1.
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Table 1: Technical parameters of the developed dataset

Characteristics Accuracy

Overall size 661 MB
Size after preprocessing 45 MB
Number of files 2000
Number of files after preprocessing 301
Extension of files .ogg

Shots, screaming, and smashed windows were among the occurrences that were deemed “odd”
in the area being studied. Therefore, the performance of the suggested system was assessed for an
automated surveillance application.

To achieve this goal, this study created a dataset using several audio samples captured in different
settings at train stations. The dataset included 8,000 different dangerous urban sounds of eight classes
in audio format. The proposed dataset can be applied to train and test the machine learning and deep
learning models for the detection and classification of dangerous urban sounds.

The dataset mainly comprised background sounds such as pick, shot, and shattered glass signals.
To take into consideration the features of various application contexts, background sounds were
collected both internally and externally.

For research purposes, the signals were split into intervals of one second (the typical duration of
each event of interest), and each interval was further split into frames of 200 MS, overlapping by 50%.
Specifically, each interval was made up of nine frames.

Table 2 provides a summary of the signals, frames, and intervals that made up the dataset. This
table demonstrated the description of distinct dangerous urban sounds and their spectrograms. Table 2
explained spectrograms of several samples of impulsive sounds, such as automobile glass shattering,
dog barking, police siren, ambulance siren, constant wail from police siren, single gunshot, explosion,
baby crying, burglar alarm, fire alarm beeping, fire alarm bell, fire alarm yelp, and smoke alarm.
Therefore, the table can express the importance of the proposed dataset and the proposed CNN-RNN
deep learning architecture.

3.2 Model Overview

The next stage was logic programming. The main part of this project stage was to figure out ways
to pick up sounds in general. The challenge of identifying various frightening sound occurrences may
be broken down into two separate subtasks [34]:

• The detection and separation, within the audio data stream, of distinct pulse signals that are
distinct from background noise.

• The categorization (identification) of the received signal as belonging to one of the several kinds
of acoustic occurrences.
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Table 2: Samples of impulsive sounds in the developed dataset

Sound Time (sec) Spectrograms

Automobile glass shattering 3.84

Dog barking 22.15

Police siren 24.19

Ambulance siren 15.41

Constant wail from police siren 56.87

Single gunshot 3.84

Explosion 7.78

Baby crying 6.66

Burglar alarm 11.13

Fire alarm beeping 1.41

Fire alarm bell 1.59

Smoke alarm 0.99

Fire alarm yelp 2.3
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3.3 Detection of Impulsive Sound Events

Determining the power for a collection of successive audio signal blocks that do not overlap is the
foundation for several different ways [9]. The formula used to calculate the power of the kth signal
block, which is composed of N samples, is as follows (1):

e (k) = 1
N

N−1∑
n=0

x2 (n + kN) k = 0, 1, . . . (1)

For example, the sound of a shot happened in about 4.6 s and the range of power values for blocks
of N = 4,000 records, which relates to the duration of each block, is around 90 milliseconds. The block
that is autonomously identified in response to a quick pulse noise is done so in numerous different
ways, depending on the method:

• According to the standard deviation of the data that have been standardized for power units;
• Using the middle value of the median filter for the power units;
• Establishing dynamic limits for the power units. A closer look at the method suggests that the

methodology relies on the standard deviation of the normalized values of power units as its
foundation. It has been determined that the normalized values of the power blocks that fall
within the range [0,1] are the most important component of this strategy.

enorm (j) =
ewin (j) − min (ewin (j))

j

maxj

(
ewin (j) − min (ewin (j))

j

) (2)

The next step was to compute the standard deviation, often known as the variance, of a given
group of values:

var (k) = 1
L − 1

L−2∑
j=0

[enorm (j, k) = enorm (k)]2 (3)

Whenever ambient noise is present, the block powers tend to be uniformly distributed between
[0,1]. (seen on the left). As the new power value for the audio unit is the re-normalized values within
the specified range, the unit is automatically detected with a pulse signal if a significantly higher power
level occurs, in comparison to the previously set values for the power of the background units. A slow-
changing signal may be detected by examining the mean value of normalized power sources, and the
approach is robust against variations in noise levels.

3.4 Proposed Model

This study proposed CNN in combination with RNN, where RNN would not be a recurrence for
the CNN itself, but rather as a separate layer with ReLU activation for information. The dimension
of RNN would be 128. Its architecture is shown in Fig. 2 as follows.

3.5 Feature Extraction

It is worth noting that the feature extraction process with sounds took about an hour and a half,
provided that it was only a 6.6 GB dataset. A 6.6 GB dataset was used so far as the study attempted
to try it on a relatively simple dataset. In the second one, the study would use achieved techniques and
run the data only once. Moreover, after parsing all the sounds, only 8,674 would be left in a duration
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of 5,439 s or 90 min. By looking at the feature for getting part of the code, then everything can be
visualized in a diagram as displayed in Fig. 3.

Figure 2: Architecture of the proposed model

There are four functions, three of which were responsible for obtaining features and for further
saving. Specifically: “load_files_and_save()”—called “load_data()”, which in turn iterated through the
data and obtained the individual sound and then called “get_features_from()” to get the features of
the specified sound. Afterward, everything would be saved into two files for further work (features,
labels) in “.npy” format After saving, data were obtained through the load_featured_files() function.
The training phase started with the RNN-CNN model as described in Fig. 2. It consisted of two
convolution layers: one from a global maximum pool and another from a global averaging pool.
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Figure 3: Architecture of the proposed model

4 Experiment Results

This section highlights the experiment results of the proposed CNN-RNN approach for dangerous
urban sound detection problems. Firstly, the evaluation metrics to assess the proposed CNN-RNN
deep learning model are provided. Subsequently, training and test results are introduced, including the
accuracy and losses of the proposed model, and the confusion matrix for each impulsive sound class. In
addition, the study demonstrates the accuracy of each class in Table 3 by giving the percentage of each
category, including accuracy, precision, recall, F-score, and area under the curve receiving operating
characteristics (AUC-ROC) curve.

Table 3: Samples of impulsive sounds in the developed dataset

Sound Accuracy Precision Recall F-score AUC-ROC

Gunshot 0.8937 0.9012 0.9206 0.8754 0.9557
Broken glass 0.9131 0.9534 0.9004 0.8961 0.9334
Fire 0.9203 0.9112 0.9097 0.9139 0.9345
Siren 0.9306 0.9223 0.9669 0.9427 0.9402
Explosion 0.7901 0.8025 0.8141 0.7912 0.9117
Cry 0.8404 0.8309 0.8633 0.8533 0.9228
Dog barking 0.8219 0.8108 0.8322 0.8026 0.9264
Fire alarm 0.8413 0.8221 0.8347 0.8214 0.9253
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4.1 Evaluation Metrics

In impulsive urban sound detection, the study used accuracy, precision, recall, F-measure, and
AUC-ROC curve as evaluation parameters. Eqs. (1)–(4) demonstrated the formula of each evaluation
parameter. Besides, the study employed train loss, test loss, and number of epochs to explain the
efficiency of the proposed CNN-RNN deep model. Here, TP stands for true positive, TN stands for
true negative, FP stands for false positive, FN stands for false negative, P stands for positive values,
and N is negative values.

accuracy = TP + TN
P + N

(4)

precision = TP
TP + FP

(5)

recall = TP
TP + FN

(6)

F1 = 2 × precision × recall
precision + recall

(7)

4.2 Experiment Results

This section illustrates the experiment results of dangerous urban sound detection. Figs. 4 and
5 show the training and test results of the CNN-RNN model for impulsive sound detection. Fig. 4
demonstrates the training and test results for the first dataset by the research group. The CNN-RNN
model achieved 95% accuracy in training for about 80 epochs. The number of parameters achieved
was about 87,822. Thus, the training lasted about ∼267 s, which was over four minutes.

Figure 4: CNN-RNN training (left—accuracy, right—loss)

Fig. 5 exhibits the training and test results for the second dataset that was taken from an open
source. The applied CNN-RNN model required about 110 epochs and gave an accuracy of about
92%. The second part of Fig. 5 demonstrates training and test losses. As illustrated in the figure, the
test results remained permanent after 60 epochs.
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Figure 5: CNN-RNN training (left—accuracy, right—loss)

The trained model allowed for the acquisition of the confusion matrix to identify the accuracy
of false positive, false negative, true positive, and true negative samples depending on various
types of urban sounds and the prediction percentage. Fig. 6 illustrates the confusion matrix for the
classification of impulsive sounds. The applied CNN classified eight types of dangerous urban sounds.

Figure 6: Confusion matrix

Fig. 7 demonstrates the AUC-ROC curve in the dangerous sound event detection problem. This
roughly showed how the classifier output was affected by changes in the training data. The obtained
results revealed that the proposed CNN-RNN model classified dangerous sound events with high
accuracy. According to the graph, a stable result can be seen, ensuring that the algorithm was well-
trained to identify dangerous sound events.
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Figure 7: AUC-ROC curve

As can be seen from the graphs, the results were rather good, 83% minimum in emergency alarm
and 95% in crying sound predictions. Table 3 demonstrates the accuracy of the applied CNN for the
impulsive sound detection problem and allows for the evaluation of each dangerous impulsive urban
sound class by different parameters, including accuracy, precision, recall, F-score, and AUC-ROC
value.

As a result, the proposed deep neural network has the greatest performance for consistently
identifying dangerous urban sounds across all assessment criteria. The application of the suggested
deep RNN-CNN for weight and bias tuning as well as a reduction in training time may be responsible
for the proposed approach’s successful outcomes. The results demonstrated that the suggested deep
neural network may be easily modified to support both short and lengthy texts in the present.

5 Discussion

One of the most crucial requirements for urban management is crime prevention. In this context,
video monitoring is an integral part of crime detection; however, it can only provide a visual
element. Environment-related noises that may improve spatial awareness should be included in a more
comprehensive approach.

Both streaming streams and archival files may be processed using audio analytics. The technique
may be employed in certain scenarios in lieu of video surveillance since it can detect noises in full
darkness and because microphones are less expensive and need less maintenance than cameras [35–
37]. It is possible to identify specific sounds in an audio stream, remove background noise from audio
recordings, identify people by their voices, improve the clarity of the speaker’s voice, and detect issues
with the operation of mechanisms by using sound recognition technology [38].
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To combat crime, several cities use video surveillance systems. Nevertheless, prior research claimed
that using video surveillance alone is insufficient for deterring and averting crimes [39–41]. Today, the
most crucial elements of urban security solutions are threat detection and data analysis technology,
such as motion sensors, thermal imaging systems, and license plate recognition software. However,
they mainly focus on visual aspects, while sound detection technology should be a part of any strategy
that addresses urban security in its entirety, according to experts [42]. By notifying offenders via a
loudspeaker, a security system with audio transmission will enable operators to hear whether a person
is in danger, offer them information, or deter them from breaking into a building.

According to recent studies, verbal aggressiveness occurs 90% of the time before physical aggres-
sion [43–48]. According to the paper, the advantage of the aggressive sound detection system is that it
enables security officers to hear the tension in voices and other noises connected to verbal aggression,
fear, and other negative emotions. Security and law enforcement professionals can distinguish between
noises that are relevant to them and those that are unrelated to them with the use of audio analytics.
The software used to identify violence analyzes the generated sounds using sophisticated algorithms
and compares them to patterns. The program quickly alerts the security crew if it determines that the
sound is notable. Table 4 compares the proposed model with the state-of-the-art research results. As it
is illustrated in the table, the proposed model can classify different types of dangerous sounds.

Table 4: Samples of impulsive sounds in the developed dataset

Model Sound event Feature Results Reference

Proposed
model

Gunshot, cry,
broken glass, dog
barking, fire, siren,
explosion, fire
alarm

Spectrogram 0.79–0.93
accuracy;
0.80–0.95
precision;
0.83–0.96 recall;
0.79–0.94 f-score;
0.91–0.95
AUC-ROC

–

Bagged tree Gunshot LPC, MFCC,
GTCC

0.97 true positive
rate

Kabir et al. [49]

Fire Gunshot Antilog energy
features

0.931 true positive Rahman et al. [50]

Neural
network

Gunshot MFCC 0.95 Sigmund and
Hrabina [51]

Machine
learning

Fire alarm – 0.96 accuracy Gupta [52]

The sounds of hostility (such as verbal insults) and the sounds of weapons are the two types of
noises that are most crucial to be able to assess in maintaining security in cities. Law enforcement
organizations will be able to combat crime more successfully with the use of systems for detecting
noises of hostility and the usage of guns.
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6 Conclusion

In conclusion, it is worth noting that the current study presents prospects for future research and
is aimed to attract the attention of relevant companies in deep learning and data classification. This
research employed available technologies in the deep learning area and emphasized opportunities to
work with the model for production purposes.

The study analyzed the technologies that can be used to obtain the required outcome. After all, the
field of deep learning is immense and has not yet been thoroughly explored. It can be assumed that this
project shows only a small fragment of deep learning’s capabilities. Nevertheless, this is a great start
for a full study of this area and further development in different applications (for instance, security
organizations, public address systems, and in general, as a private device for sound analysis).

Another feasible employment of deep learning concerns alarm systems, where it could set up
constant monitoring and subsequently record on a trigger, or simply display a sound graph, thus
providing more convenient and accessible observation, especially at nighttime.
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